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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING T:RAINING MODULES.

The following pages list Modules and their corresponding numbers for this

particular apprenticeship t.rade. As'relatdd training,classroom hours

vary for different reasons throughout'the stat we recommend that
r

the individual apprenticeship committees divid4 the total packets to

fit their individual class schedules:

There are over 130 modules available. Apprentices can complete the

whole set by the end of their indentured apprenticeships. Some

apprentices may already have'knowledge and skills that are covered('

in particular modules. In those ases, perhaps credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing apprentcies to advance to the

remaining modules.

We, suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

numerical order to make this learning tool most effective:



Tape 1:
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SUPPLEMENTARY INK014MATION

ON CASSETTE TAPES

Fire Tube Boilers - Water Thbe Boilers
and Boiler Manholes .and Safety Precautions

Tape Boiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
,Pumps and Steam Traps

t

---Tape 3: . Combustion, Boiler Care and Heat Transfer
and Feed Wateelypes

Tape 4: Boiler Safety and Steam Turbines

NOTE: The above cassette
reference material
indicated, and not

4

4

tapes are intended as additional
for the respective module4, as
designated ,as a required assignment.
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15.1

STJAM TURBINES -- TYPES

A

I

t

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe the common types of
steam turbines..

1

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe impulse turbines.

2. Describe reaction turbines.

3. Describe compound turbines.

4. Ditscribe velocity blading.

5. Describe reaction bleding.

E'. Describe turbine compounding.

7. Describe other types of
turbines. .

1t3



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study aside.
.4

Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learnedlre;
package..

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in.package.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

the job* Complete te job sheet.
e

Complete self-assessment.

* Complete post-assessment.
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Vocabulary

INSTRUCTIONAL. .LEARNING SYSTEMS

* Coiipound turbines

* .Condensing turbine

* Cbndensing bleeder turbine

4 Cross compound. turbine

Extraction turbines

Impulse turbines

Kinetic energy

Pressure compounding

Pressure velocity compounding

Reaction blading

* Reaction turbine

Tandem compound turbine

Turbine compounding

Velocity blading

I

0

"RogammarI.
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INSTFTUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS.

Introduction

Agoomimmummolok

001!
w

.

.

,

,.. ,

Turbines are a type of motor that is.mountdd on a-shaft

blades that are actuated by steam, gas, water or other

turbine is common to the American industrial setting..

A

and consists of rotor

pressure. The steam

Basically, turbines operate on the principles of impulse and reaction. Turbine

design uses these principles, singly and in aombination, to improve. the

efficiency of turbin s.. . .

--:. I

,,

.

Efficiency involves capturing most of the force or energy of the steam that

passes through the tutbine blades. Several methods of "Compounding" this energy

have been. incorporated into the design of turbine engines.

4

41'



0 INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYStEMS'

Int6n-oily-con

The steam. turbine is used by.industries where power And heat is needed to perform
*OP

processing. Refineries, paper mills;, food processing, heating is and many

other industries utilize steam turbines as a prime mover.

,Impulse Turbines

01The impulse turbine uses,tationary steam nozzles to turn a rotor with Pdes or

buckets.' Steam is,directed at 'high velocity at theblades, The high velocity

of. the steam is a result of loWered steam pressure. As stea00 pressure is

reduced' the heat energy of the steam is converted into, kinetic energy. The

bladed of the. . 'rotor convert the.kinetic energy into mechanical energy which

00 turns the motor and shaft.' The impulse principle can be shown.

FORCE
'F'

/

.

The velocity increases and pressure drops as the steam passes through the'

nozzles. As the seam passes through the blades, the velocity drops loth
/

pressure remains. const , On impulde turbines, pressure at the inlet to blades

is the same as that"at the ovtlet from the blades.

LEADING ATEA MEDGE
IN

STEAM

k

Section of Turbine Blade

Reaction,Turbine

0
In the pure form, reaction turbines are not used in industry. The reaction

turbine thatliS common uses the principles of impulse and reaction. There are

equal numbers of rows of fixed and rotating blades on the rotor. The steam

velocity increases as it passes through the fixed blades. As'it strikes the

fixed blades, the pressure of the 64eam. is reduced and velocity increased due to

a change in direction. This produces a driving force in the Same manner as on

impulse turbine. The steam will next undergo a reaction process. The rotating

blades are arranged in a manner that will allow the pressure to drop. Remember,

411.in the impulse, turbine the pressure remains the same as it passes through the
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blades. In a reaction turbine, this pressure drop allsws more heat energy to be
converted into a driv g force. The reaction terbinePhas a striving force.equal
to the energy convey ed by impulse and that from the reaction.. In both cases,
the press,ure drop- inc eased velocity;* convelted heat energy to kinetic energy';

and converted kinet c energy into mechanical energy for turning the rotor.

Commercial turbines re often a combination of impulse and reaction. typ.

Compound Turbines

Compound turbines consist of two or more large tur ines. linked with one or more
generators. A tandem compound turbine is two or . re turbines hooked in series
1,4Ch one gerneator.. A cross compound turbine is a oupling of turbines in which
eqFh is on its own shaft -and has its own generator. The steam flows,from onetb
tile other.

TANOEM-COMPOUNDTURBINE

Velocity Blading,

CROSSCOMPOUND TURBINa

Velocity blading is a method of. reducing steam velocity from boiler pressure to

exhaust pressure. Steam is expanded within one set of nozzles and routed

through rows of moving and fixed blades. The steam velocity is absorbed in the

moving blades. The flied blades act to'.redirect the steam to the next row

of-moving blades. Since the velocity is absorbed by several rows of moving
blades, the blade speed is less than if the velocity was absorbed by a single

row of blades. Velocity blading is a method for reducing the speed .of the

rotor.. For maximum efficiency, the blade. velocity should be one half that f

the steam velocity.

6



Reaction Blading

Reaction blading uses the principlfs of impulse and reaction turbines to pull.
L.,

the magimum energy from the steams. As stiap expands in the fixed blades,
Velocity increa87 and the pressure drops. The increased velocity hits the
moving blades and exerts a force on the rotor. The steam )dill continue to

increase Ar4 decrease pressure and velocity as it passes through alternating
rows offixed and moving brades. This type of blading "milks" the last drop of

---energy from. the passing steam.

Y

Turbine Compounding

Turbine design attempts t utilize all of the kinetic energy available in steam
as it passes through the ,blades. A number. of methods are used to capture the

energy. Most arebased upon .the principle that when steara expands, the velocity.
iffcreases: Three basic methods for Compounding the energy of tsteam are'utilized ,

in/the design of turbines." A.0;-

1. Pressure compounding
2. Velocity compounding
3. Pressure-velocity compounding

Pressure compounding drops the steam pressure in stages. . The pressure drops
occur as steam passes through noezles. This System uses several nozges that
are fitted into diaphragms to keep each stage of compounding separate from thei

others. As the steam moves into each row of blades, the brade speed is reduCed.
To get the proper blade speed, additional stages car be added.

Velocity compounding uses one set. of nozzles and several rows of fixed and

moving blades. As steam passes frpm stationary to moving blades, a change of

direction of energy occurs. Velocity is absorbed byamore than one Obw of moving
blades. The blade velocity is reduced td a ratio or maximum efficiency Some
'small turbines 'have only single wheels and use return guides. or rsing
chambers to change direction of. steam and force it to give up tts useful energy.
The singel wheel types are akial're-entry or radial.re-entry turbines.

Pressure-velocity Compounding

This system of compounding utilizes the principles of pressure and velocity
compounding. Velocity compounded turbines are arranged in series'on the same'

shpft. A number of sets of nozzles are added to'give the desired. pressure drop.

2
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Other Classifications and Types of Turbines

i O -7nsferd to the cooling water and returned to the boiler. A condensing

, .

C ndensing,turbineS exhausts steam to a condenser where:the,heat of the steal is'

bleetier turbine has places for bleeding 1ff the steam at various point8r The
bleed steam is used fit hosting the feedwiter:. ,

...

i
Extraction turbines allow 'steam to be extracted at one or more points:* The
,extracted steam can be.used for4purposes.fither than heating feedwater as i 'the
case of bleeder turbines.

'

Olondensidg.Turbines

o.

'Condensing turbines .66erate in conjunction with a condenser. The exhaust
pressure is reduced below that of atmospheric pressure The condenser changes
the exhaust steam to water and-Trtir;Is it as boiler feedwater.

Non-condensing Turbines

*all turbines often discharge the steam4xhaust into the atmosphere or uses it
as process steep. When steam is not returned to the boiler it is called_a hon-
condensing 'turbine: Condensers are not part of a non-condensing turbine...

23
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Assignment
4.

* Read pages 1 - '12 in supplementary, reference.

Complete job sheet.

* Complete self- assessmentand check answers with answer s e

* Complete post-assestmen ask instructor to check your answers. 44
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING'SYSTE.MS

b Sheet
ANALYZE'TURBINE SPECIFICATIONS

Obtain turbine specifications from a supply catalog,' equipment manual
other source.

Read and analyze the specifications of a speCific model turbine.

Is the turbine an.impulse or reaction turbine?

Is it a condensing, non-condensing, extraction, bleeder tUrbine?

How is the turbine:coMpounded? '

Ask instructor to' explain those features that you do not,understand.

I

I.

4

4
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Self
Assessment

.06

Match the following rbine terms with appropriate phrases.

1. Impulse turbine

Z.! Tandem compound turbine
o

3. Reaction turbine

4c
4. Crops compound turbine

A. Method of reducing steam
veloci

B. Drops Stepm pressure in
stages.

C. Exhausts steam to a condenser.

D. Converted from heat energy as
pressure of steam is reduced.

5. Velocity compounding E. ,Energy that turns the rotor.

6. Pressure compounding

. "Mechanical energy

8. Condensing turbine

9. Kinetic energy

10. Extraction turbine

r

. Stationary steam nozzles. .

G. ,Allows steam to.bellextractlid
at various points IN turbine.

A

2

H. Not used in pure form by
industry.

I.' Two or.more turbines in series
with one generator.

J. Two or more generators on their
Own'shaft and with their own
generator but using the same

steam.
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. EF

2.

3. H

4. J

5. A

6. B cr.

7. E

8. C

9. D

N.

M
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*Post
Assessment

Dirk the follawikg, statements (T or F) true or false. 9

1. Reaction turbines in their pure form are not used in industry.

4 The so called' reaction turbines use both impul'aq reaction
principles.

s

3. As steam expands in the nozzles pressure drops.

6. Velocity increases as steam pressure is reddced.

11111

5. A cross-compound turbine is a series of turbines mounted on a
single shaft with one generator.

4

6. Velocity blading is a method of increasing the speed of the rotor.

7. Velocity, compounding reduces steam 'ressure through a series of

stages or nozzles that are separated'by diaphragms.

8. Condensing turbines return their exhaust steam as feedwater
to the boiler by running it through a condepser.

9. Extraction turbines allow steam to be pulled from the turbine for
other purposes such.as steam cleaning.

10. Axial re-entry turbines are a large type of turbine.

13

28
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Instructor
"Jost Assessment
Answers

.

1- -T- ...... (1434.104::0001:7010.10.0

2. T 4

3. T

4. T

5. F

6. F

7. F

8. T

9. T

10. F

14
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Supplementary
/References

Course. \ Lecture 1, Sectio n 4, Third ClaSs. Southern

Alberta Institute of TAhnklogy, 'Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

15
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15.2

STEAM TURBINES -- COMPONENTS
4

oal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe the major components
of a steam turbine.

1

Performance Indicators:

1. *Describe casings, rotors,
blading and casing drains..

2. Describe packing glonds,
governors and extraction.
valves.

3. Describe speed reduction
gears, flexible couplings,
and turning gears.

4. Describe lubricating systems,
thrust bearings, "ring-oiled
bearings and pressure-fed
bearings.
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Study Guide

* Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

Read the introduction and inforalation sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

of Complete self- assessment.

*' Cm.iplete post-assessment:

A .

2

0

32
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Vocabulary

Blading
Carbon- ring seal

Casinos
Diaphragm'

Direct connected governor
Disc rotor
Dwamy piston .

Emergency trip
End tightening
Extraction turbine
Flexible couplings
Flyweight governor
Grid type extraction valve,

* 6 Hollow drum rotor

111
Hydraulic governor
Impulse blading
Indirect connected governor
Labyrinth seal
Lubricating systems
Main governor
Mechanical governor
Cil circulating system
Overspeed governor
Packing gland
Pressure fed bearings
Pressure governor
Reaction blading
Ringoiled.bearings
Shroud 0

iE Solid drum rotor
Solid forged rotor
S2eed governor Jk.

Speed reduction ge rs
Tang
Thrust bearings

* 'Turning gears'
Water seal

* Welded 'rotor

tto

3

0

rt,
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ntrodu tion
,Sk

---Aturbirreconsists of many components and systems' for converting steam into

mechanical energy. An apprenticelmUst understand how these components funttion

and interact with each other'to produce power.

This package provides an explanation of the basiC components and systems. With

basic understanding of the turbine, the apprentice will have the framework .for

learning the technical aspects of turbine operation'. The "technical details of

turbines are too complex to be mastered id a learnih package. A package can be

a starting point.: Experience, will bring technical competence with steam

turbines.

4

f

I

4.
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Information
Cesinss

Turbine casings are of simple construction. They are divided horizontally so
that one' section can be removed for inspection of the turbine. The casingp
joints. are machined smooth.to make a close joint. High tensile bolts are usibi

to fasten the two sections of casing together in high pressure casings: A hole
has 'been drilled the length of the bolts to allow,for the insertion of carbon
heating rods. Heating rods.are used so that proper tenOoning of the bolts can

mbe ade when the bolts are tightened. High pressure casings are made of, cast ,

steeL.

Low pressure casings are made of cast iron or fabricated steel. The exhaust
chambers ate braced with plates or stays to avoid distortion of the casing.

A bolted high pressure casing is shown below.

Thp hollow drum rotor is forged in two pieces. One piece includes the steam
inlet and drum. The (Wier piece is the exhaust end shaft and disc. .triter

machining, the drum is shrunk into the exhaust end disc forging and secured by

bolts. The hollow drum rot is limited to small sizes because it is

susceptible to stresses. A solrff'drum 4s forced as a solid piece. It is useful
in large output reaction turbines.
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Disc rotors are made up of discs or wheels which have been 'forged separately and
keyet to a central shaft. The outer,rims of the discs are grooved for blades to.
be attached. A disc type rotor fora low pressure cylinder .is shown, in the
picture below.

WHEELS

oHAF1

Solid forged rotors have wheels and shafts machined from one piece of metal.
Their- single 'piece construction avoids problens of loose wheels. Machined
grooves allow blading of the wheels.

Groo'ves for Blade Fixing

Welded Rotors

Welded rotors are made by welding metal discs onto two shaft ends. The discs
are then welded together and blading grooves are machined into the outer
surfaces. .A.welded disc is shown...on the next page.

a
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Information
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Dummy Pistons

Dummy .piStons are machUed out of the rotor forging at the steam inlet ,end,. The
purpose of adummy ?is6th'is to balbance out the force caused by pressure drop. as'
steam passes across each set of blades: A balance pipe helps to maintain. the
balance Of forces obtained by a dummy piston. "

Blading

Reaction blading gives a pressure Arop across both fixed and moving. blades.'
'Fixed blades are fitted.in grooves in the caSPOg. ,Noving 0.ades.are fitted into
grooves in the rotor. The blades are made complete with shrouding so, that
installation is easier. The blades are serrated and. fit into serrated grooVes.
They are locked in place by side locifin&strips. Sealing between the fixed and
moving blades is critical for efficiAnt operation. End tightening is a type of
sealing provided by controlling the clearance- along -the [line of shaft.
Impulse blading uses blades that are machined frOm a solid.bar A tang isleft
-at. the outer end for attachment of a stiroud. The shroud helps to guide steam
through the moving blades. The fixed blades of an impulse, turbine has nozzles
mounted in diaphragms. Diaphragms have two'fixed halves' attached to the casing.
Nozzles are attached in grooves of the diaphragm.:.. The-Various blade types' are
shown on the next pan, .
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. . .

Single Knife-edged . .

Seal Cuing";,
Serrated
Looking.Strip

H-p Reaction Type, I:Oa:ding

'.V

Rotor

Radial
Fin

Moving
Blades

Serrated
Locking Strip

Groove in
Diaphragm Plate

-2

Impulse Type

Separate ::
11041Machin4dAtjzzle.-4-1

Fixing
Rivet

Built-up Diaphragm 0
8
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Cylinder Casing Drains

Water tends to collect at Itte exhaust end of a turbine. Draining grooves are'
formed in the casing to arlow this water to drain to' the ,condnser. Casing
drains keep the water within'allrisble lelels.

Pecking 'Glands

Turbines tend to leak around the shaft where it emerges from the casing.' Air
must be sealed out and steam sealed inside the casing. Small turbines use
carbon riags that areheld in place by a wire spring. The labyrinth seal is used.
by larger units. The labyrinth sell consists of a series of rings with sharp
projections that extend into groov on the shaft.. The projections are inclose
tolerance contact with the shaff7ind prevent steam from passing .through them.
Some large turbines use a water seal to prevent leakage at the shaft. A ring of
water under pressure is naintained on the outer rim of a runner 'which rotates
with the shaft. This seals the gland against leakage. A combination of carbon
ring,/ labyrinth and water seals can be used to reduce leakage at the shaft
gland.

Governors
$.

Governors control the amount of steam that enters the turbine. Governing is
usually controlled by two governors. One. is to shut off the steam supply. This
is called an overspeed or emergency trip governor. The second one maintains the
turbine at a constant speed and is: called the main governer. The
fly weight governor uses weights on the spindle that revolve with the spindle.
Centrifugal force moves the weights outward as the speed is increased. A
mechanical linkage connects the governor weights with a valve. When the
centrifugal force becomes great enough, the steam valve will be closed. This is
a mechanical governor. If. the flyweight governor is linked with 'a hydraulic
system, it is called a hydraulic governor. A hydraulic unit is activated by the
centrifugal. force. The hydraulic system will release oil under, pressur to
operate a spring -loadcd.piston. The piston then operates the steam.val

On large turbines, a valve is used to Comtrol steam for each set of nozzles.
These valvescan be operated by bar lilt mechanisns, coins or levers or by
individual tic cylinders.

A mechanical peed governor is shown in the follyulardrawing:
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A hydraulic, overspeed governoris shown in the followin
EMERGENCY OVERSPEED GOVERNOR

r'

EMERGENCY
'TRIP
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A governor may be direct connected to the steam control valves through linkage

mechanism. In he application where. the governor is linked with a hydraulic

'unit which tri s the steam valves, the unit isan indirect connected governor.

All 'governors onsist of three parts:

1. Gover -speed sensitive element which is usuallflyweight.

T. Linkage which ttansmits action of the governor to steamHcontrol valves.

3. Steam control valves.

Extraction Turbines

Extraction turbines requires a governor that will contro' the flow of steam

beyond the extraction point. Steam must be extracted and yet leave a flow that

satisfies Steam requireoents beyond that point. A grid type extraction valve

is made up of a disc that revolves on a.grid. ilach have ports for steam to ?ass

through. If the 7orts!coincide, a full flow df steam ?asses through. 'Partially
matched ports allow only. a portion'of the steam to move by the'extrectionPoint.
This 'allows steam to be extracted and'still maintain pressure to other parts of.

the turbine. A grid type extraction' valve is shown in this drawing.

TO PRESSURE GOVERNOR

OPERATING PISTON
.%

The pilot valve is operated by the press e oovernor to control the stean to the.

piston. The piston action totates the extraction grid.. A speed governor is

linked with the pressure governor so that the turbine speed is not changed by

stedw extraction.

11

41
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Information
Speed Reduction Gears

'Often the speed of the.turbine is too great for the speed of the machine to be

driven. Speed reduction mars are used to slow the speed of the turbine. The

gear sets are housed in casings and connected to the turbine and unit to be

driven by flexible couplings.

4
Flk*ible Couplinas

Flexible and claw-type couplings are used to connect the turbine with generators

and other driven units.

SLEEVE

11.11MI .N°'

HUB

ri
l

GEAR OIL SUPU: PLYTEETH NO/Z
9IL OUTLET

Oil 'SUPPLY GE AR

NO/ill TEETH

turning Gears

Flexible Coupling

." 1 %,
,410,4j4,111%

LAI

11

144*4416'

GENERATOR
ROTOR

COUPLING JAWS

Claw Type Coupling

TURBINE SHAFT

TURNING GEAR

Turning sears are used to keep the shaft turning after the turbine is shut down.

The turning gear is needed. to allow the shaft to cool evenly between bearings

and avoid distortion from high operating temperatures. It consists of an

electric motor and a reductiomear that remains disengaged when not in use.

The turning gear disengaged 'Or engaged with the turbine shaft by use of a

yoke and.worm sear arrangement..

Lubricating Systems

Large turbines have oil circulating system that lubricate bearings, governor

mechanisms and generator bearings. Nedium Size turbines use ring-oiled bearings

and an oil circulating system. Snall'turb4ea are provided with ring-oiled

bearihgs with some hand oiling of moving parts.
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Thrust Bearings

Thrust bearings are needed to control axial thrust and maintain position of the .

moving parts in relation to the stationary parts of the rotor.

Ring-oiled Bearings

The ring-oiled bearing rides free on the rotating joutnal of the turbine. As

the journal. rotates, the ring dips into an oil reservoir and carries oil up to

the shaft. Grooves in the bearings channel oil to the bearings..

1

Pressure fed Bearings

The two mein bearings of a turbine require a high level of oil to lubricate and

control friction. The oil serves as a cooling agent as well as a lubricant for

main bearings. To insure an adequate oil supply to the main bearings, .a

circulating pump is used to deliver oilto the bearings.

Oil Circulating Siistem

In an oil circulating, system, oil is delivered at full pump pressure to the

pverning mechanism. The oil is reduced in pressure and flows to another header

that su)plies the bearings and other working parts. Oil then returns to the oil

reservoir for recycling through the lubrication system.
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Assignment
* Read pages 9 - 37 in supplementary reference.

* Complete the job sheet.

11 Complete the self-assessment and check your answers with answer sheet.

* Complete the post-assessment and ask the instructor to check your answers.
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INSPECT A STEAM TURBINE AND IDENTIFY ITS COMPONENTS

Locate a steam turbine at your job siteor other location.

Carefully inspect the turbine and identify its working components.

Determine (if possible)

How the casing is opened for
casing bolts.

Type of rotor

Type of blading

Location of casing drains

/,

inspection and location of heating holes in

Type of*seals in packing glands

Type of governoring mechanism

Type of turbine (conc\enSing, non - condensing,- extraction)

If the unit have a speed reduction mechanisn

How turbine is connect0. to generator
M.

If unit has turning gears.,

Type of lubricating system

Ask a journeyman to explain components that are encased in housings or not
obvious from your inspection.

'*

15

I
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.Self S

Assessment

4

1. high pressure turbine casings are made of

2. rotors are formed by welding metal discs onto two shaft
ends.

3. blading of a rotor gives a pressure across both

fixed and moving blades.

4. The clearance along the line of shaft can be controlled by a type of sealing

called

1

5. A tang is left at the end of a blade so that the

attached.

.6. List three types of seals used in packing glands.

7. A governor t4at shuts off the steam sup'ply is

governor.

can' be

8. A governor that maintains the turbine at a constant speed is the.
governor.

4

9. A governor that utilizes a hydraulic unit to trip the steam control valve

is called a \ governor.

10.
-

bearings areiused control axial. thrust of 'the
;moving parts of a turbine. I

ti
r'

t
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Self Assessment
Answers

Cast ;steel

Welded

3. Reaction

4. End tightening

5. Shroud

6. Carbon rings, labyrinth seat, water seal

7. Overspeed or emergency trip governor

11. Main governor

9. Hydraulic

10. Thrust

V
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ost
Assessment

1. What type of lubricating system' is used on large turbines?

2. What type of lubricating system is used on small turbines?

3. List two types of couplings for linking turbines with generators and other
acessories?

4. Turbine speeds can be slowed.to.the speed Qof driven machines by the use
of gears.

5. List a.cmimon type of extraction valve for governing extraction turbin.

6. Which type of governor is used to maintain a constant turbine speed?

4
7. Which type of governor is used to shut off the steam supply of a turbine?

8. What i§ the purpose of cylinder-casing drains?'

9. What.is the purpose of the tang on a blade?

10. What is the purpose of a dummy pikon?

18
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instructor.
°Post Assessment
Answers

I

g.

.011 circulating system

2, Ring-oiled .bearings and hand oiling of moving parts

3. Flexible and claw type
4.0

4. Speed reddction gears
.

'5. Grid type

6. Main governor

7. Overspeed or emergency trip governor

8. Drain water that collects at the exhaust end of Che casing

9. For attachment of the shroud

couplings

10. To balance out the force cooed by pressure drop across each set of blades,

I

19.
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Supplementary
References

Correspo deuce Course. Lecture 4, Section 3, Second class. Southern
,Alberta institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

20;
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15.3.

STEAM.TURBINES -- AUXILIARIES

Goa

A.

The appiTntice will be able to
describe team turbine auxiliaries
and their\functions. 1'

1

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe

2. Describe

3. Describe

4. Describe

5. Describe

ft

condensers.

feedwater heaters,

deaerators.

evaporators.

cooling towers.

51
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Study Guide

* 'Read the goal and performance indiCators to find what is to be learned

from package.

Read the vocabulary list, to find new words that will be-used in. package.

Read the introduction. and information sheets.
3

Complete the:job sheet.

Complete self-assessment.

Completejiost-assessment.

DV

52
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Air ejector
Air release valve
AtmosphOric relief valve

*. Central \el. radial flow condenser

Circulating water pumps.
* Condenser gauge glass

Condenser tubes
Condensate pump
Cooling tower
Cooling water flow

.* Dearator
Down flow condenser
Electrical purity measurement!
Ejector condenser
Evaporator

* Feedwater heater
Forced draft.cooling tower
Hyperbolic draft cooling tower
Induced draft cooling tower
Jet condenser
Mechanical draft cooling_tower

* Non - return valve

Regenerative condenser
* 'Relielvalve
01 Shell

Silver nitrate test
Surface condenser
Tule plates
Vacuum pay-off relays
Vacuum trip relays
Waterbox

3

1.4

AF

40
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6

Introduction

wc*

The steam turbine is the prime mover of 4 steam operated power plant. But the

turbine must have the help of other equipment to complete its job'of converting'.

neat energy into mechanical energy.' The equipment'that helps convert steam

into mechanical energy are called auxiliaries.

l''

A steam plant ' operator must understand the operation of t e turbine and the

auxiliaries. This package 'is designed to acquaint the apprentice with steam

turbine auxiliaries and their function in power production.

40
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nformation
I) A simple steam plant is composed of the following components:

ol

Steam from the boiler passes through d superheater' into Athe turbine, The

exhpust steam is transformed into water in the condenser and stored in the

hotwell. A feed pump pulls water from the hotwell and supplies it as feetwater
back to the boiler. .

Condenser

.The condenser is a heat exchemer. Its job is to convert exhaust steam to water

so that it can be recompressed at boiler pressure. A surface condenser uses

river water or a cooling tower to transform the exhaust steal into water.

Another method of cooling involves air cooling of finned tubes that carry the

steam. A condenser is made of, the following parts:

Shell of-welded steel construction with attached hotwell, exhaust neck
and support 'plates.

Tube Plates made of brass or.stainless steel.

Condenser Tubes of small diameter brass or alloy which axe attached or

welded to the tube plates.

toUfil AVAILABLE
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Information
Waterbox madeiof cast iron and bolted to the shell with tube-plate Illar
bolts.

- Cooling water flow that passes through the waterbox.

The efficiency of a condenser is affected by the arrangement of tube banks. If

tubes are properl arranged, the condensate can be* reheated and deaerated with
steam in the co denser. A condenser that can utilize, condenser steam .for
reheating the condensate is termed a regenerative condenser. A down flow condenser
has a steam flow that is vertically downwprd; Central or radial'flow.condensers
flows steam around the tube banks and radially to the center. Jet condensers
use a water,spray.to cool the steam and both coolant-and condensate flow into
the hotwell. The ejector condenser is very much like aAet condenser. Exhaust
steam enters the cooling water flow and is condensed by mixing.

Air ejectors are needed to remove air from the condenser. Air will build up and
blanket\the cooling surface. This reduces the efficiency of the condenser, The
air ejector expands high pressure steam through a nozzle which, converts the heat
to kinetic energy. The air ejector jets trap air alit remove it from the
condenser.

A condenser has a number of safety fittings. The atmospheric relief, valve
releases pressure when pressures within the shell become greater than
atmospheric pressure. This prevents rupture of the shell. Large condensers use
vacuum pay-off relays and vacuum trip relays to protect against excess pressure
in the condenser. A.condenser gauge Mass shows the level of,, condensate in the
condenser hotwell. Excess water levels in the hotwell can be detected by a high
water level alarm. Detection of leaks in the cooling water can be detected by
an electrical purity measurement with a dionic tester. A silver nitrate test
will detect salt in the cooling water. Manufacturer's instructions for specific.
condensers should be carefully followed in operating a condenser.
Circulating wate* pumps for moving cooling water are usually a vertical,
propeller type, or mixed flow pump. Centrifugal pumps are used with largi-.
condensers. Condensate.pumps remove the condensate from the hotwell to the
aerators. Most condensate pumps are centrifugal type.

FeeAter Heaters
t

A In bleeder trubineat steam is drawn off for the purpose of heating feedwater.
As a result of bleeding, less exhaust steam is delivered to the condenser and
the 'efficiency is increased. Feedwater heaters are used to help capture the

0 energy that is normally lost as steam meets the cooling water. There are two
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classes of feedwater heaters--low pressure and high pressure types. A feedwater
heater has several safety and operational valves:

St4epy valve on the steam side to avoid overpressure problems.

- Relief valve on the waterbox to prevent excess pressure from 'thermal
expansion of water.

- Non-return valve to prevent steam.fromhreturning tothe turbine.

- .Drain valve for draining off condensate on steam side. Another drain
valve4on waterbox for draining water..

- Air release valve on steam side to bleed off excess air that blocks entry
of steam.

Deaerators

A dearator removes the air from the condensate and heats it at the same time.
Dearators are often called deaerator-heaters. The condensate is heatedoto the
boiling point which releases all gases. After the condensate is heated, it
llows down over a series oftrays. The"condensate flows to the bottom of the
tank and the gases move to the top'where they are vented off to the condenser.
A tray type aerator is shown below.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Evaporators

Boilers require a,pure feedwater. The.feedwater must be free of minerals. The
best supply of pure can be obtained from bleed steam evaporators.
Bleed steam is directed.at evaporator coils which produce a vapor. The vapor is
condensed in a low pressure feedwater heater. The evaporator shell is made of
steed, and contains a coil and header assembly. The coil is looped in9ide the

she17. Baffles on the coils separate water from vapor. As the water

evaporates, the solids (mineral portion) of water are left in the evaporator.
The evaporator must be cleaned regularly to remove scale and solids from the

evaporation process. Clean.surfaces offer better transfer of heat.
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kCoolina Towers
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4*, SHILL DRAIN .

11.

In some settings,..coolIng water must be used over and over. This requires that
the water by cooled after each use. A cooling tower or cooling pond is a common

method for re-cooling water. In a cooling tower, the warm water is pumpedAo
the top of the tower and allowed to drop over a series of splash bars. Tge
water returns to the reservoi by gravity flow. and is cooled along the way. A

hyperbolic draft tower provid a chimney type suction that moves air past the

0 cooling water.
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CHIMNEY SECTION

A. mechanical draft tower forces air through the tower by a fan. If the fan is
located at the base, It is a forced draft type that pushes air toward the top of

the tower. An induced draft type. has 'a fan located at the top of the tower and

pulls air fromihe bottom.

T.
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Read pages 1 - 37 in supplementary reference.

Complete joesheet.

Complete the self-assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

Complete the post-assessment and ask instructor to check your answers.
41*

10

9

V

4
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fJob .$heet

ANALYZE A POWER PLANT FOR. AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

* dttain.permission to inspect, a power' plant.

* Inspect the auxiliaries that support the turbine and boiler.'

* Identify by observation and interviews with employees:

Type and Ports of the condenser
Air injector location
Safety fittings location and function.
Feedwater heater arrangement
Deaerator arrangement
Evaporator arrangement
Use of cooling towers or ponds and their arrangement

Sketch the flow of steam through the power plant boiler, turbine and

'auxiliaries.

I
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Self
Assessment
Match the following terms and descriptive phrases.

1. Condenser shell

2. Waterbox

3. Tube plates

A. Used with bleeder turbines.

B. Uses chimney type suction for
air flow.

C. Removes air and gases from
condensate.

4. Feedwater heaters D. Has a fan located at bottom.

5. Deaerator E. Made of welded steel construction.

6. Air ejector F. Removes mineral from feedwatvr.

7. Evaporator G. Made of cast iron.

8. Condenser gauge glAs H. Made of brass br'stainlebs
steel.

9. Hyperbolic cooling tower

10. Iirduced draft tower

0

12

I. Shows level of condensate in-
hotwell.

0 J. Removes air from condenser.

4
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Self Assessment
Answers

1.

2. G

3. H

A

7.

8. I

9. B

10. D

13

t
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n.

1. A pump pulls water from the hotwell and supplies it
as feedwater to the boiler.

. 2p A condenser uses river water or a cooling tower to
transform exhaust steam into water.

3. A condenser utilizes condensevteam for reheating
the condensate.

condensers use a water spray to cool thesteam.
'1

Or

. cooling water, leaks can be detected by an
Ameasurement with a dionic tester.

e,4

6.. Salt contamination of cooling water can be ected with
test.

7. Most condensate pumps are type p4ps.

8. A removes air from the condensate acid heats at the
same time.

9.' The best supply of pure feedwater canbe obtained by using
evaporators. ,

I

10.i A mechanioal draft cooling tower with a fan located in the base $s a
0 draft type.
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Instructor
post Assessment
Answers

*

1. Feed pump

2. Surface

3. Regeneratiye

4. Jet

5. Electrical purity

6. Silver nitrate

0

7. Centrifugal

8. Deaerator

9. Bleed steam

//)-------10. Forced

0

15
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*Supplementary
Referehtes

* Correspondence Course. Lecture'2, Section 4, Third Class.
Southern Alberta Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

16
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STEAM TURBINES -- OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

1..

L

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe steps in operating and
maintaining steam turbine
equipment.

v

MOW Performance Indicators:

1. Describe start4ng procedures..

2. Describe operational procedures.

3. Describe stopping4orgthut,dOwn
procedures.

4.. Describe routine maintenance.

5. Describe instruments, controls
and supervisory. equipment.'

4
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I f.

Study Guide

* Read the goal aAl performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

* Read the vocabulary list to'find new words that will be used in package.

* Read the introduction and information sheets:.

Complete the job sheet..

*. Complete self - assessment.

* Complete postassessmeht.

A

0,4

PP
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°Vocabulary

mordnior

Alignment

Blade fouling

Bridge gauge

Clearances

Diaphragms

* Glands

Horizontal eccentricity

Kenotometer

*. Superyisory equipment

Vertical eccentriciti. ""
J,
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Introduction

voirommerworapowermemummvemplo

Steam turb4he equipment is constructed in many types and configurations. Each
assembly will have unique features; The manufacturers instruction manual should.
be followed in the operation and maintenance of steam turbine equipmint, Safe
operation depends on following the` recommended procedures in a sequential
manner.

This package will describe the general procedures for operating and' maintaining
steam turbines. Wprentices.should learn the general procedures and then turn
to,operator manuals for inrormation on the operation of specific turbines.

Ot,

11,
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Information 1

4

STARTINO A TURBINE

New Turbines
*

When starting a new turbine for the first.time, the operator should take grea#
care to .see that the internal parts- of the turbine are ' clean. Feetdpipes,
condenserSlineother equipment should be cleaned to keep dirt out ofthelurbine
blades. The system should be well lubricated before it is started for the first
time. All s ety devices, gauges and seals must be inspected or tested to
assure that th y are functional.

Starting Instructions
.

1. Check the condensing plant. Stfrt the circulating pump. Make sure that
pipes and water boxes ire. full of water and clear of'air.

2. Check lubrication system. Start auxiliary oil puMp and check bearings and
valves for oiling. Start jacking oil pump.

3. Engage turning gear to run rotors for warm-up period.

4:yet drains'on turbine and steam lines. Open by-pass steam valves.

I 5. Seal turbine shaft glands and bu,ild up vacuum in condensing plant.

6. Start condensate pump am] open recirculating valve on condenser.

7. Test emergency trip gear. Shut gtop valves and by-passes and open emergency
stop valves and teat with trip gear.

8. Open atop, valve enough to start engine rolling.

9. Close down the turning gear.

ID. Bring turbine up to running speed.

4

1.
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Information

4

OPERATING A TURBINE

lirational Procedures

I. Test overspeed trip after governor has taken over control.

2. Check the following before.loadingt

- Bearing oil pressures and temperatures
- Condenser vacuum
7, Steam drains

Condensate recirculating valve
- Thrust adjustment on spindle
- Auxiliaries such,as feed pumps and ext raction pumps

3. Keep careful watch on bearing temperatures, vibration and noise during

loading.

4. Engage lubricating oil coolers as needed to control temperature of turbine

bearings at or near 50 C.

5. Monitor the turbine under load for temperature and pressure of bearings,

noises and vibrations. The operator'should have some standards for normal

operation with. which to compare readings. Under load, the turbine

pressures will be constant for that specificlOad. Experience will enable

operators to recognize ehanges from the normal operating temperatures and

pressures.

6. Check the back pressure (exhaust vacuum) by use of a kenotometer.

SHUTTING DOWN A TURBINE

Stopping the Turbine

1, OetAhrust-adjusting gear for maximum clearance.

2. .0p6n condensate re rculating valves.

III3. Open main alternato switch after: all load has .been removed.

I

it
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4. Check overspeed trips.

5. Close stop valves on turbine.

6. Shut down air ejectors to destroy vacuum.

7. Open all turbine drains.

VS

8. Check the Auxiliary oil pump to see that it starts to operate as turbine
speed is decreased.

9. Engagd the.turning gear.

.10. Shut off cooling water valves to the oil coolers to retain heat in the pil.

11. Shut off extraction pumpsrand circulating water to the condenser.

Blade Fouling

.

MAINTENANCE OF TURBINES

Tuhine iblades must be kept clean end free of dirt and scale deposits. The
cleaning may hp done.by washing or mechanical. means. The turbine can be washed
by forcing we t steam through the stop. valves. With the cylinder drains open,

.t.the optrator can determine when the purity of the liquid drain indicates a clean
turbine: Washing will not remove scale deposits. A mechanical cleaning must be

I used to. remove insoluble materials. This material can be removed by blasting
the surfaces with an abrasive material. A complete cleaning should take place

;

during overhaul while the turbine is dismantled. Dur ng overhaul% the blades
I should.be inspected for erosion and craeks.- Damaged a es should be repaired
.or replaced..

,Glands

Yhe operator can detect problems in the shift glands the amount of steam
,tequired for sealing. Durtngverhaul, the gland p kings must be cleaned,
dUjusted for clearance or straightened as needed.

9

ti 7
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einforination
Diaphragms

Diaphragms, should be inspected for cracks, distortion, rubbing and fit. Nozzles
should be cleaned and dressed.

0

Alignment

The alignment, of turbine equipment should be checked if vibration is present.
An alignment gauge is used to determine if alignment is correct.

Clearances
9

Efficient turbine operation requires that correct clearances .4. maintained .

between fixed and'moviong parts of the turbine. If the clearance is too great,
steam power is lost. Rubbing and wear of parts occurs if the clearance is too

411 little. When blades, nozzles or packing rings are replaced, the operator must
carefully check the clearances. The manufacturer manual,/41111 specify the
correct clearances for maximum bfficiency of the turbine.

Bearings

Maintenance of bearings is critical to the successful operation of turbines.

Bearings should be inspected for wear, grooving and electrolysis. The bearings
shtibld be checked for their fit and tightness and adjusted when necessary. The
oil orifices and passages should be checked to see if they are open. Clearances
of beaiings should be measured with a bridge gauge and compared with recorded
measurements. Changes in bearing.meaSurements show the amount of wear. If wear
egleeds the permissable clearance, .adjustments of replacements must be .made.

INSTRUMENTS,, CONTROLS AND SUPERVISORY EQUIPMENT

Controls and Instruments
a.

Some of the typical controls of a turbine in4ude: .

1. Wattmeter to measure load.

2. Pressure gauges to measure:

a. Steam prasslre
0
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Information
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b. Gland steam leakoff
c. Bled steam pressures
d. Aerator pressure
e. Exhaust pressure
f. Bearing oil pressure
g. Relay oil pressure for governor

3. Kenotometer for measuring absolute pressure in condenser.

.4. Diaphragm gauges for measuring sub-atmospheric pressure.

5. Deflectional instruments to show levels of water in reserve tank and aeratqr.

6. Temperature measuring and recording instruments for steam and feNw ter.'

7. Dissolved oxygeh meters and hydrogen ion concentration meters for showing
condensate purity:

'8: Supervisory instruments.

9. Indicators and alarms that show malfunctions

Supervisory Equipment

Supervisory equipment is triggered by electronic signals and is used to detect
problems caused excess.vibration. Such equipment indicates and records:

1. Verticaleccentricity

2. Hbrizontal eccentricit

3. Differential expansio,

4. Shaft speed

Supervisory equnment is valuable to the operator in starting up, 4ating and
maintaning a turbine., It indicates the condition of the rotor and allows the
operator to correct vibration problems before they get out of hand. 0.

v
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Assignment

* -Read pages 17 - 30 in supplementary. reference..

Complete job sheet.

Complete self-assessment and check answer with answer sheet.

Complete post-assessment and ask instructor to check your answers.

N
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ob Sheet
INSPECT A TURBINE CONTROL PANEL

;* Locate .a sitethat' has a turbine control panel.

Carefully inspect each .dial and control instrument and record on the

following instrument.

CONTROL INSTRUMENT OR
SUPERVISORY EQUIPMENT PURPOSE

UNIT OF
MEASUREMENT

0

4.

4

0

,

* Ask operator to'explain purpose for those dials, gauges, controls that were

not included in this package.

11
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Self
Assessment
Show the proper sequence of events for starting a turbine. Show the pivpily
;siel!Lyce in the spaces at right by numbering in (St-der 1 thru 10.

1. Start condensate pump and .open recirculating valve.

2. Set drains on turbineand steam lines. Open by-pass
steam lines.

3. Close down tuvnin gear.

4. ,Test emergency ip gear.

5. CFck lubrication system.

6. Check condenatng plant. Start circulating pump and
make sure boxes are full of water and clear of air.

7. Ehgage turning gear foi warm-up period.

8. bring turbine up to running speed.

9. Seal bine shaft glands bnd build up vacuum in
conde ing plant.

10. Open stop valve'enough to start engine rolling.

AP

417

4,4



',Self Assessment
Answers
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1,1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10.

6

9

7

2

3

10

6

8
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AsstSsment
Match the following terms with their related phrases.

,11111*

,3

..M.

1. Caused by scale deposits on A. Kenotometer
turbine blades.

Problems can be detected by.
the amount of steam required
ford, sealing. ...

3. Should be checked if vibration
is present.

4. Used to check clearances on
bearings.

5.. Used to measure purity
condensate.

6. Used to 'measure sub-

atmospheric pressure.

7. Indicates and records
eccentricity and expansion.

8. Measures absolute pr ssure
in condenser.

9. Shows levels of water in
reserve tdnk and aerator.

10. Measures eleariCal load.

14

B. Deflectional instrument's

C. Dissolved oxygen meter

D. Alignment

E. Bridge gauge

F. Diaphragm gauges

G. Glands

. Blad6 fouling

Wattmeter

Jv Supervisory equipment.

le
\
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Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers

1.

2.



pigmentary
References

4
Correspondence Course. Power Engineering. .Lecture 6, Section 3, kocond
Class. Southern Alberta Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta, Can8da.
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cli. GAS Tugg ES.
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Goal:
4.

The appreRtice will be able ,to
describe gas turbine's and their
oper.ationl

1

Performance Indicators:

83

1. Describe types of gas turbine
systemb.

2. Describe fUnctions of egenera-
tors, intercoolers and heaters.

. .

Nook

3. ,Describe components of a g
turbine system. .
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Read'the goal and performance indicators to_finsi what is to.be>arntd from
package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete self-assessment.

* Complete post-assessment.

tf.

4

I
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!Vocabulary

* Axial flow type

* Centrifugal type

* Closed cycle systems

* Combustion chamber

* Dual shaft machines

Dynamic type

Ignition rod

Inner jacket

Intercoolers

. Open cycle systems

Outer jacket

Positive* displacement compressor

* Regeneration
r-,N

Reheaters

Swirler

* .Turbine

.1b

0^ :
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Introduction

0

Power plants are sometimes located.441 areas where steam turbines are not feasible
or the purposd of the plant does not justify a,steam powered operation. Gas
,riven turbines ,are often more suitable in those-cases.

gas turbine operation has certain characteristics that make them suitable in
me cases. They offer a simple plant layout with low installation costs. The

gas turbine requires a. lighter foundation than a steam plant and a much smaller
location area. These characteristics make "them suitable for electricity
generation up to 30 megawatts of output. Gas turbines find 'wide usage in
aircraft, oil pipeline stations and operation of ships and Tailroads..

a
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hformatiOh

/

The gas turbine operates by'passing compressed, hot air through the blades of a
turbine. The air compressor requires"about 2/3 of the energy produced by the,
turbine. The c6mpreved air enters the turbine at some *100 C. Higher
temperatures increase the efficiency of the turbine but excessive heat will
damage the blades,

A

TYPES OF GAS TURBINES

Open Cycle Systems

A gas turbine plant is composed of a compressor, combustion -chamber and a

turbine. Open cycle systems pull inlet air from the atmosphere and dump exhpust
air back into the atmosphere. Some units 'have heat exchangers that save the
exhaust heat and use it at the inlet. The process of saving exhaust herze
termed regeneration. A ,simple open cycle gas turbine Rlant is shown in the
following diagram.

far Exhaust,

Corn ustion

Chamber

(11-J I

Starting

Motor
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A

A

A 'Ample unit with a. heat exchtinger added is, shown below.

Air.

Dual Shaft Machines

/

Exdbanger
Heat Combustion

Chamber

1

Generator II ]

Starting-
.. Motor

)

Dual shaft machines re used to imprvve efficiency in the 'generation of

electricity when operating at part loads. The dual shaft arrangement allows the
compressor and turbine speeds to vary while the secondary turbine d generator
run at a constant speed. A-dual shaft arrangement is shown in t e following
diagram.

Air

Exhaust

Combustion

6 Chaa*,

.11
P

Generator

I.
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Information
R4Onerators, Intercoolers and Reheaters

The efficiency of a turbine can 14 increased by the use of a regenerator to
capture the thermal valve of the exhaustAlaS,and return it to the.inlet'air': at
h combustion 'chamber. Another of improvement can, be made by
intercooling the air during compression. ,Thl,s process reduces the work to the
coliipressor. If the ai* is reheated during its expansion within the turbine, the:
output of the turbine-Can be increased. Apter600lers and reheaters are devices' :

used to improve the efficiency of.*gas tilibines, The diagram below shows the
.ar.rangement of.regenerators, intercoolers.and reheaters in a dual shdft .tUrbine,

,

4

L-p I

Compressor

fExhaust
to Stack

Compressor

Water

a

Regenerator

Chamber

dP

Intercooler Fuel

L-p
Turbine

iombustion
Chamber

H-p
Turbine

DIAGRAMMATIC LAYOUT

I o ,

.0

Generator

r
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'4"

Closed Cycle Systems $

4 Aril open cycle. oystem pulle its. air: from the atmosphere and dumps it back: as
exhaust. A clOsed cycle sistem circulates the air through its syStem
continuously.' Ali. heate-rs,:). are required for heating the air that enters the
turbine. Cooler's are used to cool the afr before it enters the camp`ressor. The
air healer is the .major drawback to the ,use a closed cycle plantS. .A diagram
oft a closed cycle system is shotyn below. .

Coorer .,o

Goliera.tor

Compresso

Air
Boiler

Startipg.
Motor

CbmPrposors

w.

.1)0S1tive displacement compressor's. !pull .in- 1:$ir 'and compress it before' releasing
it to the. turbine. Soine type of reciprocating piston or *rotar'y device is -:used

to coi9ress the air. Several 'typos .i4:..positilip displacement compressors. are

used 'ink geks turbine oporatidns'.
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T,

1. Reciprocating type
2. Lobe type
3. Vane type

A dynamic. type cOmnessor uses rotating bladef'tosqueeze the 'air into .a
:compressed state. Two types of dynamic compressors' are used in, g6s turbine
%operation. A

,

p
A

. ,

- /
1. Centrifugal type
2.. Axial flow type ft. %, ,

The lobe type compressor is common to gas turbine vplitations bec use it-can be
built A lapge sizes and with maximum efficiencies.

)

Combustion Chambers
* ,4

The' combustion chamber heats the air ..'

between the compressor and. turbine;.:

Remember that the air is cooled before'
entering the compressor and heated before
entering the turbine. At the top of the
combustion chamber is a swirIer. and
ignition rod. As the airpters netr
the bottom of the chamber, it moves upward
between an inner jacket and an outer jacket.
As it moves upward, the air mixe-9. with

combustion gases. At the top, part of
the air is miXed with fuel by the twirler
and is used tn the combustion process.
The hot gas leaves the combustion chamber
%and, moves into the turbine. Imitiow
rods are used to light the combustilon

'chamber. .-The following diagram shows
parts of a combustion thamber.

: 0

. `

y

; Fuel
Inlet

Swirler
Ignition

Rod

Outer 4/,

Jacket.

Hot
Gas

Otitl6t

Inner
Jacket

Air
0 Inlet

,

4
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0

Turbines 4t

The major difference between gas and steam turbines are in the'. blading. Blade

spacing is greater in the gas tutbine because airllow requires feweri stages

than steam. Gas turbineblades are subjected to higher temperatures and must be
constructed of heat resistance metals. °A typical gas turbineiand its components4, f,
are shown below.

or

Single Beating Generator

Mn o Lubrication Oil Pump impeller

Ak;K:hor y. ASsPm01

-1 0, Air ;omotessof

,as r6rome

fa.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE'

;anent I
A 'ociP,

DOubte HehCOI Peducttor :P)'%

Sold Reduci.on oar

CcirnofOssof n ;:, ! leo(

-4:-A-nOushon

Tutb,t10 r_thoust

(I
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ssignmeht
Complete job sheet.

Read p'ages 22. - 34 and 41 - 42 in supplementary reference..

Complete self7assessment and check answers.

Complete post - assessment and ask instructor to check answers.

C.

4s*
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Job Sheet

,Ami..ilommommopimormememworwromM wmoonniowoOmmumeoweliml01..M.

to

qa

4

INSPECT A GAS TURBINE PLANT

* Locate a gas turbine plant in the oommunIty.

.* Ask permission to Observe the unit., (

* Identify the following:

Manufacturer of compressor and turbine
Single or dual shaft
Does it have a heat exchange (regeneor)?
Does it have an intercooler?
Does it have a reheater?
Location of generator-

- Type of compressor
= Location of combustipn chamber

* Ask questions of Sperator until you fully understand'the parts and function
of the *gas turbine equipment.

* , Observe startup and stopping procedures if possible.

12

f
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Self
Assessment

O

Match the following4eerms and phrases.

1. Regeneration A.

Positive displacement comptesser. B.

Temperature of air entering a
gas turbine.

Saving exhaust heat for improved
thermal efficiency.

3. 700 C C, Intercools air during, compression.

4. Lobe D. Reheats air. during expansion
within the turbine.

5. Swirler

#

E. Continuous circulation of air
through system.

6. Closed cycle system F. Common type of.compressor to.
sds' turbine applications.

.

8.

Axial flow

Intercooler

G.

H.

Uses rotating blade to'
compress air,

Uses rediprocating piston or
rotary device to compress air. .1

'1

9. Dynamic type compressor I. Mixes air and fuel in combustion.
chamber.

10. Reheater J. Type of dynamic compressor.

13
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6..Self essrr)e.
Ans

0
. 2.

A .3

4.

5.

E 6.

J 7.
ti

ft.

9.

D 10.

4

0

5

p

S

64

.1
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lost #

Assessrrient

4

J

, . # , ... .
if\

1. An cyc'e turbine system takes inlet air from the
atmosphere and dumps. exhaust air back into the atmosphere., l

r 16

0

2. The prOcess of saving exiaaust heat is'IcrIled

+as

3. Dual shaft.machines improve efficiencrbff turbines when operating .at
load.

'4 4

4. Reheating of air during its expansion in the turbine can be accomplished by
the use of a

5.. Cooling of airAuring compression is accomplished by the use of an

z

ti

6. A t cycle turbine system continuously circulates.a
through its system without dumping ahaust into the atmosphere.

7. Lift three ,type_ oT positive displacemen compressors.

8. List to types of aynamic compressors.

9. t

Ill
chaMbtr.

0

'1

C. \

1

rods arc used to light e cothbustion chambers. ..
0

2

mixes air with.fuel nt the top of the dombustion
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4,

14

2. Regeneration

3. Part

4. Reheater

5. Intercooler

6. Closed

7. Reciprocating, lobe, vane

8;, Axial flow, ,centrifugal

9. Ignition

-go

10, Swirler

9 I

.

4

*4

4

I

4

9*

0
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